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Abstract
Component-based software engineering (CBSE) has been emerging as a promising approach
to the development of large-scale software architectures in which software components with welldeﬁned interfaces can be quickly assembled into complex software systems. However, assembled
components must be compatible in the sense that any sequence of operations requested by one
of the interacting components must be provided by the other component(s). Component incompatibility may result in subtle software failures which are difﬁcult to detect and correct. A formal
model of component interaction is proposed by representing component behaviors by labeled Petri
nets. These net models are designed in such a way that component incompatibility is manifested
by deadlocks in the net model of interacting components. Reachability-based as well as structural methods of deadlock detection are discussed. A simple example illustrating the proposed
approach is provided.

1. Introduction
Numerous strategies have been proposed to address the difﬁculties and challenges involved in
the development of large-scale software systems [3]. Object-oriented programming [8] and ADLs
(Architecture Descriptions Languages) [14] have been introduced to mitigate the complexities of
development and integration of dependable software systems.
The concepts of systematic software decomposition into modules and reuse of modules have
been aggressively promoted as a means to handle the complexity inherent in the design and implementation of software systems [15, 16, 19]. Unfortunately, while this approach was initially
very appealing, the design and implementation of modules that are simultaneously generic and
useful, can be challenging. Also, truly generic software entities can be very difﬁcult for software
designers to efﬁciently deploy, thereby limiting the advantages gained by module reuse.
Design patterns [4] have been proposed as an attempt to make software development more
template-oriented. Design patterns originate from recognizing the frequent occurrence of similar
design structures across several successful software systems. These design structures can then be
generalized and documented, thereby creating a library of patterns. These patterns, once shared
with the development community, can then be adapted and reused for similar problems in other
domains. For example, the Composite pattern can be easily adapted to represent the hierarchical
composition of graphic elements in a visualization product or can be used to represent the hierarchical composition of hardware components in a CAD package. While design patterns can, in
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theory, transcend all levels of software representation, they are most commonly employed in the
context of object-oriented and component-based software development [8].
Scenario-based software analysis has also met with some success in the comprehension and
maintenance of software systems [11]. In this strategy, the various activities that the system is
required to support are identiﬁed. These so-called “system uses” are developed from the perspective of both the different end-users and the developers of the systems. By analyzing software from
these two perspectives, multiple views of the system can be derived and studied. Scenarios can
be used to determine whether an existing software system successfully satisﬁes its qualitative requirements in domain speciﬁc areas. High degrees of coupling and low degrees of cohesion, both
of which can negatively impact the design of a system, can also be found by identifying locations
in the software where scenario interaction and interdependence are at their greatest.
Somewhat related to this is the method of Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [7]. Under this paradigm, functionality that is employed by several software subsystems is identiﬁed as
cross-cutting concerns. For example, functionality that involves writing diagnostic or debugging
information to a ﬁle or database would be regarded as a cross-cutting concern since it has the
potential to be used by a large number of subsystems. Other cross-cutting concerns can involve
aspects related to authentication and database transactions. AOP involves the identiﬁcation of
locations in the code base where cross-cutting concerns or aspects arise (these locations are called
join points) and the injection of appropriate code segments that implement the aspects into those
join points. This injection of code, called weaving, is most effectively done automatically by
software tools.
Agile methods [2] are also becoming more relevant in both research and industry. Agile methods deemphasize the predictive nature of the traditional waterfall software life-cycle in favour of a
more adaptive style of software development which can more readily contend with rapidly changing requirements. This style promotes more frequent releases of code, greater collaboration with
the intended consumers of the software and greater communication between the software developers themselves. As a result, agile methods appear to be most effective in relatively small, collocated teams of about a dozen developers. One of the more successful variants of the agile methodology is extreme programming [1, 18], which emphasizes the notions of pair-programming, testdriven development, unit testing and continuous integration of software, amongst many other
aspects.
Currently, concepts related to software architecture [9] are becoming more widespread in addressing the complexity associated with software development. Software architecture attempts to
tie together many of the more recent trends in software developments, including object–oriented
design patterns and scenario–based software analysis. Software architecture uses components as
the fundamental building blocks of software systems.
Components can be considered as the primary functional units and the fundamental data types
in architectural designs. The connections between components serve to determine the ﬂow of
control and to provide a context or environment for the components. Components are a means
of representing a high–level software models; they must be generic enough to work in a variety
of contexts and in cooperation with other components, but also speciﬁc enough to provide easy
reuse.
This paper provides a foundation for a formal model of component interaction by representing
the behaviour of components by their interface languages, i.e., sets of all possible sequences of
services (required or provided). These languages are modeled by labeled Petri nets. Component
compatibility is established by determining those components which, when connected, are free of
deadlock.
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Section 2 introduces Petri net models of components. Composition of components and veriﬁcation of component compatibility is discussed in Section 3, while Section 4 illustrates the proposed
approach by a simple example of component composition. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Component models
Informally, a component is a cohesive logical unit of abstraction with a well-deﬁned interface
that provides services to its environment. In order to behave correctly, the component would also
likely require the services of other components in its environment. Several attempts have been
made to formally deﬁne a component and its behaviour, some of which made extensive use of
Petri nets [21].
For the purpose of component compatibility, internal details of components can be disregarded,
and the component’s behaviour can be represented at its interface(s). It is believed that all essential
effects of component’s internal behaviour can be satisfactorily represented at the component’s
interface, signiﬁcantly simplifying the model.
2.1. Petri net models
A component’s behaviour at its interface is represented by a labeled Petri net:
Mi = (Pi , Ti , Ai , Si , mi , i )
where Pi and Ti are disjoint sets of places and transitions, Ai ⊆ Pi × Ti ∪ Ti × Pi is a set of
directed arcs, Si is an alphabet representing a set of services which are associated with transitions
by the labeling function i : Ti → Si ∪ {ε} (ε is the “empty” service; it labels transitions which
do not represent services provided or requested by an interface), and mi is the initial marking
function mi : P → {0, 1, ...}. The language of an interface represented by Mi is the set of all
labeled ﬁring sequences of Mi :
L(Mi ) = { (σ) | σ ∈ F(Mi ) }
where σ is a ﬁring sequence from the set F(Mi ) and F(Mi ) is the set of all (initial) ﬁring
sequences of Mi while (ti1 . . . tik ) = (ti1 ) . . . (tik ).
In order to represent component interactions, the interfaces are divided into provider interfaces
(or p–interfaces) and requester interfaces (or r–interfaces). In the context of a provider interface,
a labeled transition can be thought of as a service provided by that component; in the context of
a requester interface, a labeled transition is a request for a corresponding service. In both cases,
Petri net models of a component’s behaviour are designed in such a way that the sequences of
possible services correspond to the ﬁring sequences of (labeled) transitions. For example, the
model shown in Fig.1(a) can be a model of a provider interface, and that shown in Fig.1(b), a
requester interface.
It is required that in each p–interface there is exactly one labeled transition for each provided
service:
∀ti , tj ∈ T : (ti ) = (tj ) ⇒ ti = tj .
The label assigned to a transition represents a service or some unit of behaviour. For example,
the label can represent a conventional procedure or method invocation. It is assumed that if
the p–interface requires parameters from the r–interface, then the appropriate number and types
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Figure 1. Example provider (a) and requester (b) interfaces
of parameters by be delivered by the r–interface. Similarly, it is assumed that the p–interface
provides an appropriate return value, if required. The equality of symbols representing component
(requested and provided) services implies that all such requirements are satisﬁed.
Petri net models of component interfaces must be deadlock–free. Typically, models of component interfaces are cyclic nets, as shown in Fig.1.
2.2. Component compatibility
A component’s behaviour can be represented by the set of all possible sequences of services
(required or provided by a component). Such a set of sequences is called the interface language
[6], and, for an interface modeled by a net M, is denoted by L(M). Interface languages of
interacting components can be used to deﬁne the compatibility of components; a requester component Mi is compatible with a provider component Mj if and only if all sequences of services
requested by Mi can be provided by Mj , i.e., if and only if L(Mi ) ⊆ L(Mj ).
Component models shown in Fig.1(a) (p–interface) and Fig.1(b) (r–interface) are compatible;
the requester language can be described by a regular expression (a(bc)*d)* and the provider
language by (a(b+c)*d)*.

3. Component composition
Component composition and compatibility assessment of Petri net models has been studied in
the past [17, 12]. Related to this area is the composition and interoperation of web services [13]
and veriﬁcation of workﬂow composition [20].
If the provider and requester languages are regular, the compatibility can be checked directly
using ﬁnite automata deﬁning these languages. Otherwise, component compatibility is veriﬁed
using models representing interface languages i.e., net models (for example, developed from component speciﬁcations). A composition of net models is used for this purpose.
3.1. Compositions of interfaces
Informally, the composition of component interfaces is performed by “merging” an r–interface
Mi with a corresponding p–interface Mj into a single net Mij , assuming Pi ∩ Pj = ∅ and
Ti ∩ Tj = ∅. The composition is formally deﬁned in [6], and is outlined in Fig.2.
The composition of a requester and a provider interfaces introduce two new places (pti , pti in
Fig.2) and three transitions (ti , ti , t
i in Fig.2) for each service request in the r–interface. The


transition-place pair ti and pti allows the requester to initiate the interaction with the provider
and to direct the ensuing sequence of operations. The other place (pti ) and transitions (ti and ti )
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Figure 2. Composition of an r–interface and p–interface
serve to coordinate the requester’s interaction with the provider at the service point. The place pti
constitutes an implicit place. Generally, during net analyses, this place can be removed without
adversely affecting the underlying behaviour of the net.
Composition of several requester interfaces with a single provider interface is outlined in Fig.3.
In the case of concurrent requests, one service request is selected randomly but priorities can easily
be implemented by additional elements of the model.
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Figure 3. Composition of multiple r–interfaces with a p–interface

3.2. Compatibility veriﬁcation
It can be shown that components are compatible if and only if the composition of component
models is free of deadlocks [6]. A marked net M contains a deadlock if its set of reachable markings contains a marking in which no transition is enabled. Component compatibility veriﬁcation
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can thus be performed by checking deadlock–freeness in the composed net models.
There are two basic approaches to deadlock detection in Petri nets, one uses reachability analysis and the other is based on structural properties of nets. The reachability–based approach
performs exhaustive analysis of the space of reachable markings, looking for markings with the
empty set of enabled transitions. The approach is quite straightforward, but it is effective only
for models with relatively small spaces of reachable markings. Structural methods determine the
existence or absence of deadlocks on the basis of subnets of the original net and the initial marking function. In particular, it is known that an unmarked siphon (i.e., such a subset of places for
which the set of their input transitions is a subset of the set of their output transitions) is a necessary condition for a deadlock [5]. Therefore, once the set of (proper) net siphons is determined,
and all these siphons are marked by the initial marking function, what remains to be checked
is if there exists a ﬁring sequence of transitions for which a siphon becomes unmarked. Linear
programming can be used for this purpose [6]. More speciﬁcally, for each proper siphon, linear
programming can be used to ﬁnd a ﬁring vector which reduces the token count in the siphon to
zero. If such a vector exists, it needs to be veriﬁed for feasibility, i.e., if, for the given initial
marking function m0 , there is a ﬁring sequence which corresponds to the ﬁring vector determined
by linear programming. If there such a sequence exists, a deadlock can occur in the composed
model, so the components are incompatible.

4. Example
This examples considers the composition of a database provider interface with an interface
requesting the services of the database. The interfaces are the same as shown in Fig.1. In this
particular context, the a and d operations could represent services that open and close the database,
respectively; the b and c operations could represent services that read from and write to database,
respectively. The composition of the two interfaces is shown in Fig.4.
Requester

b

c

a

d

Provider

Figure 4. Compatible composition
This composed net contains ﬁfteen reachable markings, none of which results in deadlock,
thereby verifying the compatibility of the two component interfaces. This is expected intuitively,
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because the requester performs each write operation only after doing a corresponding read operation, while the database server imposes no order on the sequences of read and write operations;
the language of the r–interface is a subset of the p–interface’s language.
Switching the models of requester and provider interfaces, i.e., using model shown in Fig.1(a)
as an r–interface, and that from Fig.1(b) as a p–interface, results in a composed model in which
deadlocks can occur; Fig.5 shows the composed net and one of its (three) deadlocks.
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Figure 5. Incompatible composition resulting in deadlock
The ﬁring sequence which leads to the deadlock shown in Fig.5 is (t1 , t5 , a, t6 , t3 ). In this case,
the requester demands a sequence of operations that cannot be satisﬁed by the provider, so the two
components are not compatible. The deadlocks can be identiﬁed by using either reachability analysis (there are 17 reachable markings) or by using structural techniques and linear programming,
as described in Section 3. In this second case, one of the siphons that become unmarked by the
ﬁring sequence (t1 , t5 , a, t6 , t3 ) is {p1 , p5 , p3 , p2 , p6 , p7 , p15 , p9 , p10 , p4 }. The other deadlocks are
reached by ﬁring sequences (t1 , t5 , a, t6 , t2 , t7 , b, t8 , t4 ) and (t1 , t5 , a, t6 , t2 , t7 , b, t8 , t2 ).

5. Concluding Remarks
Component compatibility is a multifaceted problem which requires a comprehensive understanding of the static as well as dynamic nature of components involved. However, abstracting
the internal, low–level behaviour of components, and concentrating solely upon the behaviour
exhibited at component interfaces, makes it possible to (formally) verify the compatibility of
components by checking if the composed model is free of deadlocks.
For small models, reachability analysis of the composed model seems to be the simplest approach to deadlock detection — for larger models, structural analysis may be used. The proposed
approach can be extended in many ways, for example, temporal characteristics of components can
be included into net models and used for performance analysis [22]. Similar components could
be “folded” by introducing token attributes, as in colored Petri nets [10], and so on.
The strategy described in this paper represents an initial, but important step in the continuing
evolution of the design and construction of dependable software systems. Establishing a well
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deﬁned and formal method for determining the extent to which two or more components are
able to successfully interact can serve to signiﬁcantly enhance reuse of software components in a
given software architecture. Ultimately, this may contribute to the reliable evolution of a deployed
component-based software system.
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